
The annuai migration of the Australian

Gianl Cuiilefish Sepia apama to the

wa[ers ol lhe upper Spencer Gulf,

namely Wh5iatla OneSteeL break

waters, Black Point, False Bay, Point
Lowly and Fitzgeratd Bay, is one of the

most spectacular natural events in the

Aus[ratian marine envirorment These
'chameleons of the sea' are cne of
the largesl specres of cutllefrsh [ound
ln the world, reachir-rg up to 6Ocm 1n

tength and weighir-rg up to 5kg

Some infrastructure has been installed

at Black Point and Stony Point to enable

access to the cuttlefish.

At Black Point further along the coast

there is a wooden staircase, which

leads down to the rocky shoreline with

additional concrete aprons and rails

for diver's use.

Please note there are no facilities at

these locations, but toilets and showers

are available closer to the lighthouse.

The water temperature is between 12'

and 15" Celsius from June to August,

and we recommend you wear a wetsuit

as the cuttlefish are spawning during the

winter months and therefore the water is

quite cold.

The migration by these majestic

creatures to these waters is for the

sole purpose of spawning. Every year

between May and August, they come

in their thousands to mate and

reproduce, in the process creating an

amazing spectacle of cunning games,

predation, underwater light-shows and

colourful kaleidoscopic displays.

Cuttlefish are intelligent creatures

able to change their colour, shape and

texture as they move along the seabed

to imitate rocks, sand or seaweed.

As males are vastly outnumbered (a

gender imbalance unique to Whyalla),

there is fierce and frenzied competition

between males for mating privileges,

leading to displays of unusual and

spectacu lar behaviou r.

Mating takes place with the cuttlefish

linking their eight arms and two

tentacles for head-to-head contact,

with the males slipping their sperm

packages into the female's mouth and

fertilising her eggs. The female lays

tear-shaped eggs and attaches them to

the underside of the rocky ledges and in

rock cavities where they hatch three-

to-five months later. lt is believed they

congregate here in such large numbers

as it is the only area in the vicinity with

rocky ledges suitable to lay eggs.

Commercial fishing almost destroyed

this world-class phenomenon, therefore

the cuttlefish are protected during

their breeding season between May

and August.


